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Introduction 

Rationale and My Personal Connection 

During my years in Core Energetics training, the word “longing” has occasionally come up.  I 

have always felt a resonance with that word and felt that longing is important.  As a result, I have 

explored it in my work with clients and the introductory Core Energetics workshops that I facilitate.  For 

me, feeling my longing has helped me to feel sadness and sorrow, which has been the road to my 

connection with my heart.  Over time, I have come to believe that when people get in touch with and 

identify their longing, they have found the direction of their healing, their direction home. 

I received InContact, the newsletter of The American College of Orgonomy, in the Fall of 2000.  I 

read the description of how one of the board members, Charles Konia, came to be a medical orgonomist.  

As a result of personal work he had done in 1962 with a Reichian psychiatrist to remove his chest 

armoring and “develop his longing,” he “dramatically” improved his violin playing.  He became so 

impressed by the power of medical orgonomy that he decided to enter medical school and become a 

physician so he could study the science.  (See Appendix A).  This convinced me that longing is more than 

just fascinating:  it has great significance in our evolutionary process. 

Playing the piano as a child, I remember that my best times were when I felt really connected, 

through my chest and arms, to the music.  I felt a sort of melancholy quality, which I now identify as 

longing or yearning, that was sweet, yet wonderfully painful.   

For many of my early years I felt that my deepest longing was “to be understood.”  I used to say 

that I thought my personal twist on the definition of love was “to understand” someone or “the process of 

really trying to understand” him or her.  I have found more recently, as a result of Core Energetics work, 

that I long to connect deeply with myself and others and that my earlier notion of understanding someone 

was more about “just truly being with” someone without trying to change him or her.   

More recently, I have gotten in touch with yet another level of my longing.  This was brought 

about during the aftermath of neck surgery and a resulting shoulder injury.  A profound feeling of lostness 

led to the feeling that what I really longed for was my Self.  During my process of working with it, I 

vocalized the question to my Self: “Where are you?”  The answer came: “I’m out here . . . in the 

wilderness.”  Then the statement, “Come to me!” brought the answers, “I’m trying!” and “It’s SO hard.”   

The feelings that followed these answers were grief and anguish.   

Since that experience I have been connecting with the feeling of being separated from myself and 

from others at what seem continually deepening levels, as a result of my intention to explore my longing.  

I have had the opportunity as part of this deepening, to experience, once again, feeling unwanted.  But for 

the first time I have chosen to resist the impulse to run away when I feel the familiar feeling, “I should not 

inflict myself on people when I’m feeling separate like this.”  The result has been to discover that this 

place in myself is just that, a place in myself, not my entire Self.  And that has begun a transformation that 

will certainly continue for years to come.   

Here is the progression of my awareness of longing to this point in my life.  “Longing” is:  to be 

understood ≡ to be with / to connect  ≡ to be in my heart  ≡ for my Self / inner Divine  ≡ for deep contact  

≡ for self acceptance/ self love.  More than a straight-line progression, I can see this path as a spiral where 

I revisit similar places in myself over and over along the way.  Each time I visit a place, I experience a 

little broader consciousness, a little more compassion for myself and a little more healing of the place that 

I am experiencing.   
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Definitions 

The Canadian Desk Dictionary defines “longing” as “a persistent yearning or desire.”  The 

Concise Oxford Dictionary does says that “to long” is “to wish earnestly or vehemently.” 

These definitions bring up an important distinction between wishful thinking, or attractions, and 

the heart’s or the soul’s longing.  The Buddha identified attraction as one of the great obstacles to 

enlightenment.  However, it is my premise that identifying and following one’s deeper longing is the path 

toward awakening in Buddhist terms.  One needs to identify one’s so-called outer attractions to know 

what one’s obstacles are.  Furthermore, as the Pathwork Guide says, a person’s more surface longings are 

by-products of our deeper longing for eternal life.  (Pathwork Lectures, Lecture No.  243).  We can also 

view this longing as the longing to awaken, to connect with the larger Buddha nature.   

Eva Pierrakos (1990, p.  2), says  

Every human being senses an inner longing that goes deeper than the 

longings for emotional and creative fulfillment, although these are, of 

course, part of the deeper and more essential desire.  This longing comes 

from sensing that another, more fulfilling state of consciousness and a 

larger capacity to experience life must exist. 

Manifestations of Longing in Various Character Structures. 

If we look at the life task and higher self qualities of each character structure, we can get a sense 

of the longings behind each one.  (The following information has been taken from two sources: A 

Summary of Character Structures by Susan Thesenga and Alan Hill, and notes from Core Energetics 

Training Year One.)  

Schizoid 

The life task and, thus, the longing of the schizoid character structure is to feel the life force fully 

through his or her body, to exist fully in the world and to make contact.  Higher self qualities of the 

person with a schizoid defense include connection to, a grounding in and facility with the spiritual realms.  

We can extrapolate from this description that those with schizoid wounding long for this connection.  

They understand being pulled apart so that they have an ability to bring things and people together.  Their 

longing is to bring together, to join. 

Oral 

The life task of the person with oral wounding is to know, “I am enough.”  Manifestations of this 

awareness include the ability to fill oneself up:  to articulate clearly, “This is what I need”; to learn to give 

without strings attached; to stand on one’s own; and to satisfy oneself without having “to get” from 

someone else.  The wisdom of the higher self includes the knowledge, “I am enough”; “I am fulfilled, 

satisfied.”  The longing of the person with oral wounding is to feel fulfilled, satisfied, enough. 
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Masochistic 

The life task of the person with a masochistic wound is to move his or her energy freely:  to 

articulate and express aggression, action and outward movement; and to acknowledge a higher power that 

is benign, not crushing.  The higher self knows, “I am free.”  The longing of the person with masochistic 

wounding is to be free: to jump for joy, to dance, to move freely, to be lighthearted. 

Psychopathic 

The life task of the person with psychopathic wounding is to learn to surrender, to make contact 

with one’s core, to truly love oneself and to trust.  Other manifestations of this are the ability to make 

mistakes and see that one is still alive and safe and to recognize and honour the essence of others.  The 

higher self of the person with psychopathic wounding trusts and surrenders to the Divine.  The longing of 

this person is to trust and to surrender. 

Rigid 

The rigid character structure is the one that is mentioned in the neo-Reichian and bioenergetic 

writings as being the one with “armoring.”  Hence, the focus with this structure is on “removing the 

armor” and “developing the longings”  (American College of Orgonomy, 2000).  This is the structure that 

is most often mentioned in reference to “longing.”  The life task of the person with rigid wounding is to 

bring feeling and compassion into all activities of one’s life, to surrender to the heart, to feel deep longing 

despite the guardedness in one’s heart.  The higher self allows soft feelings to flow and vulnerability to be 

experienced.  The higher self of this structure says, “I surrender,” “I commit,” “I love.”  The longing of 

the person with rigid wounding is to feel deeply, especially, to love. 

Segmental Armoring Involved in Longing. 

Lowen says that every neurotic individual attempts to armor him- or herself against the dangers 

and threats both from without and within (1958).  However, Lowen also makes a distinction between 

armoring and muscular tension.  Armoring has the dual purpose of protecting against outside stimuli and 

of binding anxiety.  In armoring, “the front of the body is hard . . .  It is the rigidity of the chest and 

abdomen which is essential to an armor.”  He goes on to say that “the tension in the front is produced by 

pulling back the shoulders and pelvis, thus putting all the front muscles on the stretch at the same time 

that they are contracted.”  (Lowen, 1958).  I believe that since at least a little of each character structure is 

in each of us, it is likely that armoring applies to most of us to some degree.  As each character structure 

has its own variation of longing, so each one has likewise a defense against feeling it, whether classic 

“armoring” is used to defend against it or not.   

Armoring in the chest segment prevents us from feeling longing, wanting, love, compassion, 

sadness, heartbreak, fear, anxiety, trust, pride, self-esteem, burden and anger (Rosenberg and Rand in 

Loustaunau, 1999).  “Raging anger, heartfelt crying, sobbing, and unbearable longing are essentially 

emotions which originate in the chest segment.  These emotions are alien to an armored organism.”  

(Reich, 1945).  Baker (1967) says that chest holding expresses mainly “I won’t,” and the ability to give 

and surrender depends on the mobility of this segment. 
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Lowen (1975) says that there are two instincts, longing and aggression.  Longing is associated 

with eros, love and tenderness.  It is characterized by the movement of excitation along the front of the 

body which is perceived as having a tender, erotic quality.   

Aggression . . .  denotes the ability to go after what one wants.  It is the 

opposite of passive, which denotes a waiting for someone to fulfill the want 

. . .  Aggression results from the flow of excitation into the muscular 

system, especially into the large muscles of the back, the legs and the  arms.  

These muscles are involved in standing and moving.  Aggression is also the 

force that enables us to meet, stand up to and handle stress.   

Elsewhere, he says  

One could simplify the problem by saying that longing is blocked by 

repressed anger, as the anger is blocked by repressed longing.  The 

stiffening produced by the repression of these antagonistic impulses, one 

acting on the front, the other on the back of the body, creates the rigid armor 

of the hysterical character.  Each repression acts as a defense against the 

antagonistic impulses . . .  Repressed anger and pride block the approach to 

the suppressed longing.  (1958)  

The ability to feel soft feelings such as longing means we must soften the chest and open the heart.  

The first step is to establish full breathing so that we can begin to increase mobility in the chest.  The next 

step is to begin to mobilize aggression, which is defended against by stiffening (Lowen in Michel, 1997).  

Reich (1945) says that often people experience a “knot” in the chest, which he believes is from spasticity 

in the esophagus caused by bound up rage and anxiety.  His method of releasing this knot was to press 

down on the chest cavity while the client screamed.  There are many methods to mobilize aggression 

depending upon the client and the situation.  Sometimes, as in the psychopathic character structure, 

pseudo-aggression is itself used as a defense.  In this case, moving energy aggressively could be used to 

begin to mobilize an area in the body where an energy supply is in order then to move to softer 

techniques. 

The arms are also part of the chest segment.  Reich (1945) says that when the chest is inhibited, so 

are the arm movements that express “desire, embracing, or reaching for something.”  This inhibition sets 

in as soon as the movement of the arms becomes associated with yearning or desire.  In fact it can be so 

strong that the hands become cold and clammy.  Lowen (1958) says that “No armor can be removed 

without setting free repressed anger which then flows strongly into the arms and hands.  As the shoulders 

gain motility, the chest wall relaxes; respiration deepens and energy production rises.”  

Longing and all the other soft feelings cannot be experienced, however, until we can move into 

softer emotion.  Lowen (in Michel, 1997) says that “feelings of longing, to be satisfied, require us to 

surrender the body, to ‘melt’ toward someone else -- to soften our muscles, whether in sexual expression, 

cuddling a child or hugging a friend . . . .  The main effect of too little nurturing on a child is the 

suppression of the feeling of longing, specifically longing for contact with the mother’s body, which 

represents love, warmth, and security.  The feeling is suppressed because it is too painful to want 

desperately something one cannot have.  But without this feeling, it is difficult to become close and 

intimate physically with another human being on a feeling level.   
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Lowen (in Michel, 1997) connects a clenched jaw and chronic contractions of the throat to the 

suppression of longing (with its impulse to reach out with the mouth to suck) as well as of crying (in 

which the jaw would quiver).  He has found that if [clients] are encouraged to breathe deeply by sucking 

air into the throat, they may break into deep sobbing and “feel the pain of frustrated longing in their 

throats.”  He says that in deep breathing the throat as well as the abdomen is involved, and air is actively 

sucked in.  “Psychologically, opening the throat opens the way to the heart and its feelings, expressed in 

the sounds of singing and crying.  Closing the throat allows nothing in or out.”   

“Vulnerable feelings and particularly sadness make us aware of our losses, and when we are 

conscious of our losses we experience longing for what was lost.” (Michel, 1999). 

The Connection to Creative Expression 

There are those who believe that creative expression is the expression of the soul or spirit moving 

from deep within us out to the world.  It is the expression of our unique essence.  Julia Cameron, author of 

The Artist’s Way (1992) is one such person.  She says “when we open ourselves to our creativity, we open 

ourselves to the Creator’s creativity within us and our lives.  We are, ourselves, creations.  And we, in 

turn, are meant to continue creativity by being creative ourselves.” 

When people are feeling a oneness with their creative process, they describe it in terms of a 

“flow.”  They lose their sense of time and of ego control.  They are not judging the product:  rather, they 

are involved totally with the “process” of the experience.  These are experiences we would also associate 

with the higher self or the Core.   

“Art touches upon the essence of man, and, as Fats Waller once said of jazz, ‘If you have to ask 

what it is, you’ll never know.’ This is the hidden truth within every creative experience and the special 

quality that makes humans human” (Reid, 1972).  Julia Cameron says, “Our creative dreams and 

yearnings come from a divine source.  As we move toward our dreams, we move toward our divinity.”   

Connecting to our longing connects us to our Core, the creative aspect of us.  It stands to reason, 

then, that connecting to our longing enables us to be more expressive creatively.  If, for example, we have 

a creative block, feeling our longing could open up the conduit.   

A One-Day Workshop to Explore Creative Expression and Longing 

As a way to play with my creativity and the topic of longing, I decided to create a workshop, 

something I enjoyed doing as part of my former career and something I relish doing now that my passion 

and work is Core Energetics.   

I decided to experiment, to see whether it was possible to create a brief experience in which people 

could connect with their heart’s longing.  I was not sure that it was possible because I have witnessed 

people having great difficulty connecting with their longing, some taking years to get there.  For this 

reason, I decided to invite a group of people with two criteria: those who liked to create with their hands 

(preferably painting or drawing, or writing) and those who had done some therapy or personal growth 

work.  I felt that the combination of these two criteria would make it easier for them to do a creative task 

during the workshop and to have some awareness of themselves in the process, thereby increasing the 

probability of their getting to their longing.   
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I created a six-hour workshop experience, in which seven participants were guided through a 

centering, or attunement, and gentle Core Energetics warm-up and basic instructions on how to create a 

mandala using crayons or oil pastels.  (See Appendix B, “Workshop Outline.”)  After the exercise and a 

lunch break the heart of the workshop occurred.  Once participants were introduced to the ideas of 

character armoring and longing, they moved through a one-hour experience of evocative music, 

photographic images and poetry; body movements to help them move their energy and mobilize 

aggression; softer body movements to help them open their hearts; reaching; and vocalization of their 

longing.  After this process, participants created a second mandala.   

Results 

The group was unanimous in its amazement at the second process as compared with the first.  

They felt that although they anticipated the second mandala’s being much more difficult because of the 

feelings that they were immersed in as they began, they all experienced it as being much easier.   

Their experience parallels that of clients who are invited to move toward their painful feelings in 

the belief that doing so will lessen suffering and make life easier.  They often find it to be counter-

intuitive, believing that feeling our pain more makes us suffer more and our life more difficult. 

The participants did not express any difference in their enjoyment; that is, they enjoyed both 

processes.  However, they all expressed that the first mandala came from the ego, the head, and was much 

more controlled and planned and that the second mandala was marked by spontaneity, emotion, the heart 

and the soul or a deeper place.  They did not feel equally that this experience was connected to their 

longing specifically; however, a few participants did make the connection afterward.   

The words of the participants speak for themselves: 

It came from the gut or center as opposed to my ego and stylizing it into 

something nice.   

 

There was no plan. 

 

My hand was connected to feeling. 

 

The first time, it was connected to my head.  Then it moved down. 

 

Even the fact that I didn’t have the colors I thought I had, and wanted, it 

was o.k.  I had all the resources I needed. 

 

It was important to get out the feelings -- color and design was not the most 

important thing. 

 

There was a huge energy connection. 

 

The second time, the creative process was connecting my hands and heart.   

 

I used my eyes more in the first one. 
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In the second one, I had a sense of movement and flow and feelings. 

 

There was a comfort level with the second one.   

 

Surrender -- that’s what I did. 

 

The first mandala, I was concerned with hanging up something on my wall 

that appears beautiful. 

 

The second mandala I felt “this is a process that is very important, free.” 

 

The first session was the masculine version: playing the notes as I read the 

music. 

 

The second session was the feminine version: singing the song with my 

heart. 

 

These are mountains, I will feel the mountains.  These are trees, I will feel 

the trees. 

 

This morning I was in my head and drawing something pretty.  This 

afternoon I felt most how I’ve abandoned the feminine, the loss of my 

feminine self.  It just drew itself.  I just thought the transformation was 

amazing! 

 

I drew a wave and it came to me that I just wanted to dance with the 

beloved. 

 

The process reflected a growth space for me: to be more specific in my life. 

 

The first mandala was all about despair, at not knowing who I am and what 

I long for.  The second mandala is about joy . . .  my life is evolving as it 

should. 

Conclusions about the workshop 

One thing that I did not do was to delve more deeply with participants into their feeling of longing 

or of being in their hearts.  They were unable to answer the question with any clarity during the 

processing at the workshop; and, because I did not want to take the participants out of their emotions and 

bodies and back into their heads so abruptly, an opportunity was lost.  They knew they had contacted a 

deeper feeling place, to the point of being moved to tears and of needing extra time to get to a place where 

they could draw.  But they were not able to discern, nor did they want to try at that point to analyze, the 

experience.  A week or two later most had forgotten their feelings.  I decided that I wanted to do another 

workshop in the same way and have participants write about it over the following several days and try to 

answer a few clear questions about their experience.   
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Explorations in the Nature of Longing 

In this section I describe three kinds of exploration: of my own experience of longing, of those 

experiences which evoke the feeling of longing, and of the experiences of longing of colleagues whom I 

interviewed. 

My experience of longing 

“L  o  n  g i  n  g” 

 

That familiar pulling 

r e a c h i n g    t u g g i n g 

outward 

From the   b o n e s   of the chest. 

S e e k i n g      s e a r c h i n g      s c a n n i n g 

like being blindfolded 

and walking 

and blundering 

It’s   h a u l i n g  me.  It’s  d r a w i n g   me. 

Forever. 

Onward. 

Outstretched arms 

A pulling sensation 

pliable  pulling  outward 

ready  . . .   

Shoulder caps tingling 

“Something” 

my soul is searching for 

Something from ancient history 

My heart knows it exists. 

The ache knows. 

A deep knowing.  A certainty. 

It does exist. 

Cellular memory. 

A memory 

of having been united once 

Me, and this Something. 

Experiences that evoke longing 

My exploration of longing and my desire to attempt to create a shared experience for people led 

me to poetry, music and visual art.  I found very little written on the topic that offered clear descriptions 

of the experience of longing.  Instead, the majority of the works themselves evoke the feeling of longing.  

I include just a sample of the creative works that have triggered the experience in me.  I hope you enjoy 

them as much as I have enjoyed them. 
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Poetry by Hafiz, 14th C Sufi Mystic 

“This Constant Yearning” 

 

We are 

Like lutes 

Once held by God. 

Being away from His warm body 

Fully explains 

This 

Constant 

Yearning. 

 

“My Eyes So Soft” 

 

Don’t 

Surrender 

Your loneliness so quickly. 

Let it cut more 

Deep. 

 

Let it ferment and season you 

As few human 

Or even divine ingredients can. 

 

Something missing in my heart tonight 

Has made my eyes so soft, 

My voice so 

Tender, 

 

My need of God 

Absolutely 

Clear. 

 

“Looking For Good Fish” 

 

Why complain about life 

If you are looking for good fish 

And have followed some idiot 

Into the middle of the copper market? 

 

Why go crazy 

If you are looking for fine silk 

And you keep rubbing your hands against 

Burlap and hemp sacks? 
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If your heart really needs to touch a face 

That is filled with abundance 

Then why didn’t you come to this 

Old Man sooner? 

 

For my cheek is the universe’s cloister 

And if you can make your prayers sweet enough 

Tonight 

 

Then Hafiz will lean over and offer you 

All the warmth in my body 

In case God is busy 

Doing something else. 

Somewhere. 

 

Why complain if you are looking 

To quench your spirit’s longing 

And have followed a rat into a desert. 

 

If your soul really needs to touch a face 

That is always filled with compassion 

And tenderness 

Then why, 

 

Why my dear 

Did you not come to your friend Hafiz 

Sooner? 

 

“The Charge of the Goddess” 

I who am the beauty of the green earth and the white moon among the stars 

and the mysteries of the waters, I call upon your soul to arise and come unto 

me.  For I am the soul of nature that gives life to the universe.  From Me all 

things proceed and unto Me they must return.  Let my worship be in the 

heart that rejoices, for behold, all acts of love and pleasure are My rituals.  

Let there be beauty and strength, power and compassion, honor and 

humility, mirth and reverence within you.  And you who seek to know Me, 

know that your seeking and yearning will avail you not, unless you know 

the Mystery: for if that which you seek, you find not within yourself, you 

will never find it without.  For behold, I have been with you from the 

beginning, and I am that which is attained at the end of desire.” 

(From: Starhawk.  The Spiral Dance, 1979.  Read by 

Olympia Dukakis on a track called “She Who Hears 

the Cries of the World” on a CD entitled She Carries 

Me by Jennifer Berezan, 1995.) 
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So much of the art created in the world evokes the experience of longing.  Poetry by David Whyte 

is full of longing.  And the poetry by Rumi, the medieval Sufi mystic, is very evocative of longing, as is 

Hafiz’ poetry.  Music played by cellist Yo Yo Ma contains that special “something” which goes far 

beyond technical expertise.  Try listening to any other artist playing the same thing after listening to Yo 

Yo Ma, and you will be amazed at the difference in the performances.  Pictures of mountains, natural 

settings, the planet earth from space, babies and moms.  I saw Karen Kain, Canada’s most famous ballet 

dancer, dancing Swan Lake in 1972.  I will never forget the image and the feeling of watching her move 

with unearthly arms.   

Experiences of longing described by colleagues 

I explored the topic of longing with four colleagues in face-to-face interviews or by email.  (For 

full descriptions the interviews, see Appendix C.)  There were some commonalities in the descriptions of 

their experiences of longing and of the ways in which they gained access to the feeling. 

What is the experience that leads you to your longing? 

Feeling a hole in my chest, sadness, hopelessness. 

An ache, dissatisfaction. 

Chaos. 

Physical pain in chest travelling down my arms and hands, deep sadness, 

loneliness. 

Feeling afraid and separate from myself. 

How do you get in touch with what you long for? 

Meditation, quiet, sometimes get noisy first (doing aggressive body work). 

Quiet time. 

Surrender. 

I go to my aloneness, loneliness.  I slow down. 

What is it that you long for? 

Connection and service. 

To feel God inside all the time. 

Connect to my Self. 

To be centered and grounded. 

To be aware of my Self and others. 

Harmony. 

Connection. 

How to Connect to Your Longing -- Step by Step 

Feel your discontentment, a dissatisfaction, a malaise.  Something is lacking or missing.   

Feel your loss.  You cannot long for something if you have never known it.  The very fact of 

longing for something indicates that it has been in existence. 
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Identify what has been lost.  Feel the pain of the loss.  Grieve it.   

Long for it.   

Feel it in your body. 

Feel the desire for it. 

Reach for it.  The fact that you long for it means that it exists and that it is possible to attain it.   

Follow it.  Satisfy it.  Feel the pleasure. 

Conclusion -- the Importance of Longing -- So What? 

An excellent passage in Eva Pierrakos (1990) states:  

Do not abandon the longing that comes from the sense that your life could 

be much more, that there is a state in which you can live without painful, 

tortured confusions, where you can function on a level of inner resilience, 

contentment, and security, where you are capable of deep feelings, of 

blissful pleasure and can express them, where you are capable of meeting 

life without fear because you no longer fear yourself.  You will, therefore, 

find life, even its problems, a joyful challenge.  If your inner problems can 

become a challenge that gives spice to your life, the ensuing peace will be 

all the more sweet.  . . . When you live this way, occasional outer problems 

are the salt of your life and become almost pleasurable.  But the times of 

outer problems will become less frequent, and peaceful, joyous, creative 

living will become the norm. 

Barbara Brennan in Hands of Light (1987) says:  

When we begin releasing our blocks, we do our personal task.  This frees 

our energy so that we can do what we have always wanted to do in life: that 

deep longing we have had since childhood, that secret dream, that is one’s 

life task . . .  By clearing away your personal blocks, you pave the way to 

accomplish your deepest longing.  Let your longing lead you.  Follow it.  It 

will bring you happiness.   

 . . .  Energy blocks lead eventually to physical disorder.  Conversely, these 

disorders can be traced to your character structure or the way you block 

your creative energies.  Therefore whatever your illness may be, it is 

directly related to your life task.  Your illness is directly related, through 

your energy system, to your deepest longing.  Your are sick because you are 

not following your deepest longing.  So I ask you again, what is it that you 

most long to do with your life -- more than anything else in the world? Find 

how you stop yourself.  Clear away those blocks.  Do what you wish to do, 

and you will get well.   
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Pema Chödrön’s book “When Things Fall Apart” (1997) contains a chapter called “The Path is the 

Goal.”  Connecting to my longing is the path, and the path is leading me to my Self.  From undertaking 

this exploration of longing I have come to believe that getting in touch with our longing is pivotal to the 

healing process.  It is so important that, without it, we could drift around for eons trying to find a 

direction, or in the direction of our egos, away from our souls, disconnected and lost. 

John Pierrakos (1997) says “Pleasure is the satisfying of longing and desire.”  Without the ability 

to feel longing, one cannot feel desire (Lowen, 1985).  And if you do not feel your desire, you cannot 

satisfy it and experience pleasure.   

What a tragedy that would be.   

“We are born to experience pleasure, love and joy in every form -- in our sexuality, our creativity, 

and in our union with the universal spirit” (Pierrakos, 1997). 

 



 

Appendix A 

 

Longing and Orgonomy 

(Excerpt from InContact, newsletter of  

The American College of Orgonomy (“ACO”), Fall 2000, pp.  6-7) 

Charles Konia, M.D. has been working in orgonomy since 1962, when he began attending 

seminars led by Elsworth F. Baker, M.D.   

Dr. Konia first became acquainted with the science of orgonomy as a young violinist trying to 

master the technical difficulties of the instrument.  “Despite having been trained by the finest pedagogue 

and being able to perform on the instrument in a physiologically correct fashion, there was something 

missing,” he recalls.  Dr. Konia says he noticed the “missing something in other students [also] despite 

their ability to play the instrument faultlessly.”  Some characteristic in each person impeded execution to 

the fullest degree, and that characteristic never varied for each musician.  “With one individual there was 

an absence of emotional expression, with another there was an excessive use of vibrato in a forced, 

obtrusive fashion,” Dr. Konia says.   

Dr. Konia grew interested in Freud and read his writings avidly.  Freud’s ideas were presented 

clearly but were unrelated to the problems he faced, he says.  Then, Dr. Konia says he was fortunate to 

come across Character Analysis and the “missing something” became evident.  The passage that 

impressed him was: “It is from the plasmatic emotions of the chest that most emotional expressive 

movements of the hands and arms originate.  These limbs are, biophysically speaking, extensions of the 

chest segment.  In the artist who is capable of freely developing his longings, the emotion of the chest is 

directly extended into identical expressive movements of the arms and hands.  This is true for the violinist 

and pianist as well as the painter.  In the dancer, the main expressive movements derive from the total 

organism.” 

Dr. Konia understood that it must be the energy in the chest that is blocked by armor.  “The 

concepts of energy and armor became real physical entities.  In the presence of armor, emotional energy 

from the chest, particularly longing, cannot move freely into the hands and arms to be expressed 

musically.  This was the basis for the technical limitations in musical execution.  Although necessary, no 

amount of physiologically ‘correct’ playing would help as long as armor in the chest segment was 

present,” he says. 

With those ideas in mind, Dr. Konia entered therapy with a medical orgonomist.  As armor was 

removed in therapy, his playing improved dramatically.  What’s more, he became so impressed by the 

power of medical orgonomy that he decided to enter medical school and become a physician so he could 

study the science. 

Dr. Konia is vice president of the ACO, chairman of the Training and Education Committee and 

Editor-in-Chief of the Journal, to which he regularly contributes.  He is also author of the soon-to-be-

published Neither Left Nor Right and is completing a second book on medical orgone therapy.  Dr. Konia 

has a private practice as a medical orgone therapist in the Easton, Pennsylvania area. 



 

Appendix B 

Longing and Creative Expression 

Workshop Outline 

10 a.m. 

1. Introduction: intention-setting, attunement, outline of workshop, introductions 

(30 minutes) 

2.   Gentle warm-up (15 minutes) 

3.   Developing basic understandings: discussion and information sharing about mandalas (15 

minutes) 

4.   Creating the first mandala (30 minutes) 

5.   Sharing and processing (60 minutes) 

12:30 p.m.  Lunch 

1 p.m.  Brief introduction to character armoring and longing (15 minutes) 

7 Segments:  Energy at the front and back of body    

Softening the Armor: getting in touch with longing (60 minutes) 

Discussion of longing with some visuals, poetry 

Physical vigorous “warm-up” to move aggressive energy  

Guided imagery with softer physical expression (lying down) 

Using the voice to express longing 

Exploration with participants to allow for personal needs 

2:15 p.m.  The second mandala (30 minutes) 

Sharing (45 minutes) 

 

The nature of participants’ longing 

Comparing experiences of first and second mandalas  

4 p.m.  Closure 



 

 

Appendix C 

 

Interviews with Colleagues 

Interview #1 

What is your deepest longing? 

My deepest longing is to feel God inside of me all the time; to have my divine connection 

manifested as a sense of safety and peace in life.  I’m so tired of feeling afraid and separate from myself 

and others.  I desire to connect with other people and I think in order to feel safe enough to make a simple, 

ordinary, vulnerable, heartfelt connection to others I need to feel the care and protection of the Inner 

Divine.  The shift of focus from outer Divine to inner Divine is what my new/old spiritual path is all 

about. 

How do you connect with your longing? What is your process to get there? 

I do connect with the Divine each day either in meditation or just feeling it as I walk on the streets.  

I’m trying to make it a part of my everyday affairs to take it out of the realm of special or airy fairy.  I’m 

not able at this time to keep the sense of the connection throughout my day.  Sometimes I feel I even 

move in reverse of this ideal. 

The lessons I receive over the internet give me exercises to do each week.  Last week it was to 

repeat as I breath: inhale: Praise the Beloved for my life.  exhale: Exactly as it is now.  As I said these 

sentences, the energy travelled deeper and deeper until I could feel the connection to my own soul, to 

gratitude and to the Divine, then feel it connect with all that exists. 

The process I am undergoing is to surrender to reach my longing.  And it’s a journey, I gotta tell 

you.  There are levels to this surrender stuff.  I confront the part of me, my ego, that wants to take over 

and destroy, having its own way.  I’ve visited past lives where I was a raper, pillager and downright nasty 

guy, and I loved doing it.  Everyone was a peon then, and I was “god.” My “I won’t” comes up all the 

time.  Also, resistance in my body, particularly in my throat and sacral areas.  They’re holding on rigidly 

for dear life. 

Then, there’s also the incredibly sweet part of me that yearns to just let go and go with the flow.  I 

love that feeling when I can relax into it.  It feels much better and very new.  I’m doing my best to slow 

my life down so I can intuitively feel what my next steps are, just day-to-day steps, I mean.  It takes a 

great deal of patience.  Sometimes I absolutely love the slowing down.  I can feel myself more 

(connecting to myself is part of my longing), then other times I think what a bunch of hogwash, let’s just 

will everything again instead of waiting for the flow to dictate.  My will has been finely honed! 

One idea I’ve had as I’ve gone down this spiritual path is to be open enough to receive.  This is an 

art, as far as I’m concerned.  To not be constantly yang, or aggressive, but to allow people to thank me or 

give to me without me making them feel good, or giving to them in some way in reciprocation.  So I’ve 

been practicing, especially around my birthday.  Just receive:  let others give to me:  what a vulnerable, 

very human thing to do. 

Another process which is part of opening to my longing has been encountering my spiritual 

arrogance.  It’s really my lower self that says I’m better than everyone because I’m more spiritually 

advanced.  This came out just a tad at Core and is coming out in gangbusters lately.   



 

 

Interview #2 

I don’t think I’ve spent much of my life thinking of longing so your email kind of threw me off.  

Hence my question: “What is spiritual longing?” 

There was a time over ten years ago when I felt great longing, but I didn’t know what it was -- 

there was just a great ache, dissatisfaction, uneasiness, etc.  I’d  been married over 20 years, had 2 teen 

boys, house, car, dog, mortgage, etc, etc, etc, but this hole.  And I wasn’t in touch with my feelings, so my 

head was trying to work things out. 

I had been laid off/fired from my past two jobs, was running marathons (escaping into long runs 

everyday).   

So from all this, I started an affair with a woman many years younger, kept it secret for 3 months, 

then left my home to move in with her. 

And yet . . .  basically I jumped from one end of the pendulum (dead) to the other extreme (wildly 

emotional, out of control).  What I thought was longing was again my head trying to control and fix 

situations. 

I came to Core for personal growth, but sometime through the process, I realized that I could both 

do “it” as well as satisfy deeper needs.   

So I guess “longing” started for me as expectations of others -- parents, etc -- go to school, 

graduate, get a job, marry, have children, dog, house, station wagon, etc.  And I kept this up until my 

father died. 

Now my longing is to be centered, grounded, aware of others, aware of my needs -- and a longing 

to somehow find harmony in it all.  Harmony is still elusive . . .  Why do I work so much? Money fears? 

Intimacy fears? When will I have enough clients to quit fundraising? Should I quit first? 

What do I go through? Chaos! Chaos to create change, to create the understanding.  Is harmony 

achieved through chaos?  

So my longing now is to not only achieve more harmony in my life, but to understand the ways to 

get there.  I know the chaos works.  Perhaps it’s my avoidance of surrender -- another way to the 

harmony! 

Interview #3  

There have been moments in my life when I’ve felt a deep longing -- mostly more recently.  And it 

takes the form of a physical pain in my chest and travels down my arms to my hands and is followed by a 

deep sadness. 

An ache in my heart.  Goes out.  It follows the thought that I don’t have any connection.  So it’s a 

longing for connection, for not being alone inwardly, being empty, being alone, lonely. 

It’s good to feel the pain.  It’s painful, and it feels good.  I realize “I’m not as dead as I thought!”  

It leads to a deep sadness.   

Process of reaching my longing:  I go into my aloneness to feel being alone. 



 

 

Interview #4  

Have you ever felt your longing? 

As a young child feeling a bottomless hole in my chest.   

Really wanting something and not knowing what it was. 

A lot of sadness, too.   

I didn’t know what it was.  So it felt like it would never get satisfied. 

Looking back, what I wanted was love from my parents. 

I felt hopeless. 

At some point I decided I would satisfy it by finding the right partner, and by succeeding at work.  

(If I can’t satisfy it, at least I’d succeed.) 

I went to BBS.  There were lectures about longing.   

It became a search about finding the truth in me.  Found out that the more pain I was willing to 

experience, the more truth I’d find.  I realized I wasn’t born to be unhappy.  Recognizing my own love, 

feeling good in connection -- part of my truth, which I found. 

What does your longing feel like? 

It feels more alive, pleasurable -- it’s a good thing. 

I feel like I have some control.  It’s not hopeless.  It’s a positive feeling, a moving towards, as 

opposed to a negative feeling, something to avoid.  Joyful. 

How do you get to your longing? 

Meditation.  Getting quiet. 

Sometimes I need to do something “noisy” first, like bodywork.   

I need to reconnect with it.  I still work with “what are the words for it.” 

Not enough to just have longing.  Need to find a structure in the world to express it.  Longing 

about connection and service. 

What is the next step for you with your process, developing your longing? 

Learning how to inhabit my life with who I really am. 
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